
 

Watch Sudigadu 2012 Telugu Movie Torrent Download Sudigadu is a 2012 Telugu action film, directed by Veera Shankar Reddy. It is an all-out commercial masala entertainer with VV Vinayak's trademark ingredients like comedy track, family sentiment and fight scenes. The movie has five songs composed by Mani Sharma and performed by Sunitha Upadrashta; lyrics for the songs are penned by
Acharya Atreya. The film stars top actors like Pawan Kalyan, Trisha Krishnan, Brahmanandam and Subbaraju in other prominent roles. It was released with huge expectations as it marked Pawan Kalyan's first movie as a producer and it is the 100th movie of Trisha as an actress. The film opens with Pawan hosting a charity event where he promises to fulfil the needs of those who donate generously.
When the event is over, the money collected is stolen by some unknown persons and they try to kill one of the donors (Pawan's friend), but instead they kill Sudigadu (Subbaraju) who donated only 200 rupees for charity. At the airport in Chennai, Sudigadu (Pawan Kalyan) arrives with his friend (Brahmanandam). They miss the flight and land at the airport in Hyderabad. Sudigadu is upset that he
missed his flight and he is also worried that his mother (Trisha) will be worried about him. He then meets his childhood friend (Gowthami), Surya Pratap Singh, who is one of the biggest don in Hyderabad. Sudigadu tries to impress him through small talk but Surya doesn't show any interest in Sudigadu's conversation. While Sudigadu and his friend are waiting for the flight, they meet a young girl
(Megha Akash). They find out that she is getting married to a seventy-five-year-old man Teja Bhai (Nassar) as her father wants to achieve political status. Sudigadu feels bad for the girl and starts loving her. Since Surya is now in bad terms with his longtime rival, Sharath (Subbaraju), he plans to contest the next election by the help of Sudigadu's money and support from Teja Bhai's party. But before
the election, Sharath's men kidnap Surya and Sudigadu takes him to Sharath by fighting against him. With the help of his men, Sudigadu escapes from there with Surya. Pawan Kalyan requested RGV to direct the film's Telugu version. RGV agreed on condition that it is not dubbed into Hindi. However, Pawan Kalyan went back on his promise and ensured that the film was dubbed into Hindi as
"Shankar Dada Zindabad" for release on the North Indian market. This caused a rift between RGV and Pawan Kalyan.
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